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Datafication

 The transformation of social action into online 
quantified data, allowing for real-time tracking and 

predictive analysis (Schoenberger and Cukier 2013). 



Surveillance 
capitalism 

(Zuboff 2015) 



• Unexciting and 
boring, standing 
‘under’

• We meet them 
through interfaces

• ”A substrate”: something 
upon which something 
else "runs" or "operates," 
such as a system of 
railroad tracks upon 
which rail cars run (Star 
& Ruhleder, 1996)

Infrastructure 



• Capturing and 
engineering 
reactivity



- Big data refers not just collection but also the 
capacity of certain actors to compute data



2. Data Centres: 
Emergent Infrastructures of Platform 
Capitalism







HEAT



Waste - a temporary 
state of an object 

(Michael Thompson, 1979, Rubbish theory)

waste

no value

decreasing 
value of an  

object

increasing 
value of an  

object

TRANSIENT DURABLE



• Capturing and 
engineering 
reactivity



Praised for contributing to 
phasing out fossil fuels 
in Mäntsälä, specifically 
Russian gas, and 
contributing to the 
decarbonisation of 
Finland 





A new conceptual object - data centers as a 
thermal urban infrastructures. 

What are the politics of these emergent 
infrastructures, and what are their 
implications?



• “'With the development of electronic information 
systems, the heavy technologies of the earlier  
industrial period and their accompanying images of 
 monumental energies gradually shifted toward the 
 lighter structures of high technologies and the  
 increasingly transparent media of the computer 
 screen and network interface.  
 
The mastery of heat engines and electrical dynamos 
 leads irreversibly to the microscopic sculpture  
 of circuits in silicon' (Clarke and Henderson, 2002, p.2).”  

Fuels of the future:  
information technologies



The post-industrial society

Image: equinix

As 'the fabled magic pot, information promises to proliferate  
 endlessly without cost', writes Hayles  
(p. 235, 2002 in Clarke & Henderson)





Image:  www.ban.org. KCTS/EarthFix under Creative Commons license. 

Lagos, Nigeria, 2005

http://www.ban.org


Infrastructures and processes of thermal manipulations are more 
than just technical activities – they are cultural practices that enfold 
normative assumptions about what kinds of material 
transformations can and should take place in society (cf 
Starosielski, 2016).



Imagining Data Infrastructures and Energy 
Futures



Data Capital imaginaries

Yandex data centre in Mänstälä - an economic and logistical 
solution



Energy imaginaries

‘Emotions...how I feel... Do I believe you more than this one? ... this 
is completely new situation to energy companies... We had a 
district heating network, everybody was forced to join as a 
customer. All of a sudden now, all the people making different laws, 
the decisions on how… what kind of energy they want to use and 
so on and so on… it has completely changed the situation’,



Energy imaginaries



Local future imaginaries: from non-place to an infrastructural 
node



Dirty gas, clean data



• “a fuel of the future that, 
similarly to electricity, 
 “would ‘make the work 
conditions more hygienic;  
it will spare millions of 
workers from smoke, heat  
and dirt’. (Lenin in Högselius, 
p.14)

Dirty gas, clean data



Clean Diesel



Clean = Modern, and with standards
(Unlike factory a, b, or c)
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 'it is not scarcity and market 

relations that are transformed, 
but the subjects who are 

constrained and defined by 
how they participate in 
them' (Hayles, p. 234). 

But, why does data need to be clean? 



Reconfiguring temporalities of energy and data



Reconfiguring temporalities of energy and data



Reconfiguring temporalities of energy and data

“Our Finnish data centre grows much slower than it could. 
We have already built new data centres in Russia, and we 
have doubled the capacities there. But not in Finland. It 
became twice as expensive for us. This happened in the 
middle of the project. The economics of it with the current 

exchange rate is hard to make it go around, it is less 
competitive as compared to our Russian facilities. Basically, 
it became much cheaper for us to have the data centres in 

Russia than in Finland”.  
Yandex Infrastructure Manager



Russian Cloud Infrastructures and 
Thermopolitics of Data



1. Ethics of differentiation and economic power 

2. Regulation of data excess as energy

3. The digital economy has an energy-intense 
infrastructure and politics which can not be 
separated


